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The Chained Oak is an oak tree, tied in chains, near to the village 
of Alton , Staffordshire , England . The tree, referred to as "The 
Old Oak", is the subject of a local legend involving the Earl of 
Shrewsbury and an old beggar woman.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chained_oak
Chained Oak - Wikipedia

Chained Oak - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chained_oak
The Chained Oak is an oak tree, tied in chains, near to the village of Alton, Staffordshire,
England. The tree, referred to as "The Old Oak", is the subject of a local legend involving
the Earl of Shrewsbury and an old beggar woman.

The Legend of the Chained Oak (2014) - IMDb
www.imdb.com/title/tt3089098
Directed by Mark Mooney, George Watts. With Faye Ormston, Darren McAree, Amy
Ormston, Dean Maynard. When a local writer begins to investigate Oakamoor's
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Ormston, Dean Maynard. When a local writer begins to investigate Oakamoor's
mysterious chained Oak, the chance find of a seventeenth century journal detailing the
reasons for the Oaks chaining throws a new and terrifying light on the popular legend.

Videos of legend of the chained oak
bing.com/videos

See more videos of legend of the chained oak

The Legend of the Chained Oak - Stoke-on-Trent Live
https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/history/legend-chained-oak-705764
In the case of the chained oak, the obvious starting point for deciphering the origins of the
legend is to visit the tree in person. Read More. Body of â€˜swallowedâ€™ man is still
lying underground; The Chained Oak is the only one of its kind in the world.

The legend of the Chained Oak - BBC - Home
www.bbc.co.uk/stoke/content/articles/2008/07/28/chained_oak...
Dec 23, 2009 · The Alton Towersâ€™ attraction 'HEX The Legend of the Towers' is based
on the story of the nearby Chained Oak. It is one of Staffordshireâ€™s great legends. For
the purposes of the ride at Alton Towers, the original legend has actually been altered.

Review: Legend of the Chained Oak film | RIDE RATER
riderater.co.uk/4206/review-legend-of-the-chained-oak-film
The Legend of the Chained Oak film has been a long time in the making, but after several
aborted attempts it has now seen the light of day. It is loosely based on the Staffordshire
legend which inspired the magnificent Hex dark ride at Alton Towers. The 28-minute
horror had a budget of only £500 and was directed by Mark Mooney and â€¦

Images of legend of the chained oak
bing.com/images

See more images of legend of the chained oak

Legend of the Chained Oak film | Page 2 | TowersStreet
Talk
towersstreet.com › â€¦ › Alton Towers Talk › General Discussion
Jan 19, 2015 · Legend of the Chained Oak film. Discussion in 'General Discussion'
started by Tom, 9th Jul 2012.

Legend of the Chained Oak Film
legendofthechainedoak.blogspot.com
I am behind the upcoming film based on one of Staffordshire`s greatest stories "The
Legend of the Chained Oak". The Legend says that on an autumn night in 1821, The
Earl of Shrewsbury scorned a woman whilst on his way home, she then put a curse on
his family saying that "For every branch on the Old Oak Tree here that falls..a â€¦

The Legend of the Chained Oak - Hayley's Horror
Reviews
https://mshayleyr1989.wordpress.com/tag/the-legend-of-the-chained-oak
Your first publication The Legend of the Chained Oak was adapted into a short film as
was your stage play Beige. What was it like transitioning those works to film? The â€¦

The Legend of The Chained Oak | My daughter and I set
out ...
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pentlandpirate/6803856096
Mar 03, 2012 · The Legend of The Chained Oak My daughter and I set out to choose
some tile borders this afternoon. We had visited three DIY stores, a tile shop, a petrol
station and MacDonalds, and still had no tiles when she suggested we could visit a tree
she knew about.
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11:10 HD

The legend of the chained
oak

YouTube · 12/2/2016 · 1.3K

0:36 HD

Legend of the Chained
Oak - Teaser Trailer

YouTube · 5/15/2013 · 3.6K

3:02 HD

The Story Of The Chained
Oak - Alton Towers Hex

YouTube · 7/26/2011 · 4.6K
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The Legend of the Old Oak Tree - Alton Towers Resort
www2.altontowers.com/.../heritage/community/the-legend-of-the-oak-tree
Local legend has it that one night around the 1840s, the Earl of Shrewsbury was travelling
by carriage to his home at Alton Towers, past the site of the oak tree. Suddenly and
unexpectedly, an old woman stepped out and, upon bringing the Earlâ€™s coach to an
abrupt halt, asked him if he could spare a coin.
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